Vascular complications of diabetes are the most serious manifestations of the disease, and account for most of its morbidity and mortality. Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is one of the most common microvascular complications of diabetes. Symptoms of DR are minimal until structural abnormalities are established. Microaneurysms and pericyte loss are found in earlier stages of DR, while capillary non-perfusion, angiogenesis and vascular leakage mark the more progressed stages of the disease. On a global scale, the escalating health care costs related to diabetic complications threaten to become unmanageable in the foreseeable future. Ideally, early detection of DR before structural injury to the retina would allow treatment before irreversible damage occurs, potentially leading to better prognosis for patients and containment of healthcare costs related to diabetes management.

Attempts are being made to improve the application of conventional diagnostic techniques -- funduscopy, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and its more advanced marker-free OCT angiography\[[@ref1]\] for early diagnosis of DR. Adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscopy\[[@ref2]\] (AOSLO), an experimental technique that removes optical aberrations, delineates photoreceptors and provides highly detailed images of microvascular structures. Although varied in nature, these techniques have in common the feature that they depict morphological and functional changes that corroborate with clinical manifestations of DR. Further improvements of these imaging techniques will increase their spatial and temporal resolutions, yet detection of the earliest pathological molecular events in DR remain out of reach with these methods alone. Furthermore, the development of therapeutic approaches for DR and other diabetic complications is hampered by the lack of biomarkers for tracking the onset, progression and extent of tissue damage. None of the anatomical (caliber, branching, tortuosity) and functional (blood oxygenation, flow rate) parameters have yielded a predictive or therapeutic biomarkers for DR or other manifestations of diabetes in other organs.\[[@ref3]\]

The article by Frimmel et al\[[@ref4]\] in the current issue of *Journal of Ophthalmic and Vision Research* is one in a series of articles from Ali Hafezi-Moghadam\'s lab at Harvard Medical School and the Brigham and Women\'s Hospital that offer a diametrical departure from existing approaches to early detection of DR. Their work has systematically paved the way toward addressing the important unmet medical need of subclinical diagnosis of DR.\[[@ref5][@ref6][@ref7][@ref8][@ref9][@ref10]\] To visualize the earliest vascular changes in diabetes, Dr. Hafezi-Moghadam developed a novel and nature-inspired molecular imaging approach, as the authors explain in their discussion. Like other chronic conditions, DR starts off with subtle molecular changes that often remain morphologically undetectable. When exposed to higher glucose, lipid, and cytokine values, which are characteristic conditions in the plasma of diabetic individuals, the retinal microvascular endothelium responds with expression of molecules that could be revealing for diagnosis. The immune cells are the first to notice molecular changes in the organism and respond to them. In DR, this amounts to more frequent tethering, rolling and adhesion of innate immune cells in the retinal vessels.

Dr. Hafezi-Moghadam\'s laboratory developed the first generation of fluorescent nano-probes with a variety of surface moieties that mimic leukocyte rolling and adhesion to the vascular endothelium. The nano-probes injected into the blood stream of live animals circulate throughout the animal\'s vasculature, including the retinal vessels. The probes\' interactions with the inner vessel wall are tracked by epifluorescence microscopy, and provide an unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution that gives precise knowledge about the presence of target molecules in the retinal microvessels. Using their custom-designed probes in combination with scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, Frimmel et al\[[@ref4]\] in their current work elegantly visualize early molecular signs of DR *in vivo*. These results could ominously foretell the course of the disease before it becomes too late to intervene.

The efficacy of light-based molecular imaging in experimental DR shown in the current work reveals the great potential for this technology in future management of diabetic complications. All eyes will be on translation. To make the leap for this approach to humans, three areas need further development \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\].
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Existing candidate molecular markers need to be validated and new ones identified. The Hafezi-Moghadam lab introduced the growth factor receptor, VEGFR-2 in a recent work,\[[@ref10]\] and the adhesion molecule, ICAM-1 in the current work for early detection of diabetic retinopathy. Higher VEGFR-2 was found in human diabetic retinas, which makes it particularly well-suited for translation.The next generation injectable nano-probes need to be re-engineered and optimized for human use. Generation of biocompatible nano-probes is feasible using FDA-approved components with well-known safety profile in humans. Additionally, rationale-design of biomaterials, such as combinatorial approaches in synthesizing and selecting various polymers will lead to more sophisticated nano-probe designs. For example, polymeric materials that respond to specific endogenous or exogenous stimuli (e.g., light responsive) can further modulate the functionality of nano-probes *in vivo*. Also, one can envision multi-functional systems that include imaging probes combined with therapeutic intervention or reporting strategies in one system.The imaging requirements for detection of individual nano-probes in the human retina are considerably higher as compared to existing clinical modalities. Detectors with higher fluorescence sensitivity, and better temporal and spatial resolutions need to be developed and optimized for the human eye. A variety of technologies were developed to enhance fluorescence detection, including multiple-pulse pumping\[[@ref11]\] or lock-in-detection.\[[@ref12]\] Futures studies will show if these technologies are suitable for real-world clinical applications. Besides fluorescence sensitivity, quantification of fluorescence sensitivity by reference standards\[[@ref13]\] is useful for longitudinal comparisons or between different patients. Although this technology is used for fundus autofluorescence, it could be very useful for marker-based fluorescence as well. The recently introduced slit scan ophthalmoscope (SSO) technology sets a promising trend.\[[@ref14]\] In addition to its significantly larger field of view combined with improved imaging quality, the SSO could accomplish a higher success rate despite presence of cataract, or involuntary eye movements.

With the ability to diagnose subclinical DR, we anticipate rapid progress in all these three identified pillars for translation. Subsequent clinical studies will reveal, if beyond DR, this technology could become useful for early diagnosis of other eye diseases, such as age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma, and retinitis pigmentosa. Molecular changes in the retina could further become a useful surrogate for pathologies in other organs of the body. The hope exists that one day evasive conditions such as Alzheimer\'s\[[@ref15]\] and atherosclerosis could be diagnosed and staged through molecular imaging in the retina \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\].
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